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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we quantify the welfare cost oí fluctuations in a representative agent dynamic 
equilibrium framework. In doing so, we argue that two key features oí Intertemporal 
Stochastic General Equilibrium ModeIs should not be forgotten: non-linearities and dynamics. 
We think that these features are often disregarded in the existing literature. We propase a 
structural measure of the welfare cost of flUCtuatiODS, and quantify the role played by 
dinamics and non-linearities in assessing this cost for sorue versions of the aue sector 
stochastic growth model. We find that non-linearities do not magnify the cost of fluctuations 
for walrasian growth models, and our structural measure is close to what has been measured 
in the literature. That difference becomes sharply larger in non-walrasian cases, where 
fluctuations magnify equilibrium inefficiencies. 
RESUMEN 
En este artículo evaluamos el coste de bienestar de las fluctuaciones, en un marco de 
equilibrio general dinámico de agente representativo, prestando atención a dos elementos 
clave que a menudo se descuidan en la literatura: dinámica y no linealidades, Para ello, 
proponemos una medida estructural del coste de bienestar de las flucruaciones y 
cuantificamos el papel que juegan la dinámica y las no linealidades para distintas versiones 
del modelo de crecimiento estocástico de un sector. Encontramos que en entornos warrasianos 
las no linealidades no magnifican el coste de las fluctuaciones. Sin embargo, en economías 
no walresianas nuestra medida modifica sustancialmente la evaluación del coste de las 
fluctuaciones al recoger cómo éstas magnifican las ineficiencias del equilibrio. 
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1 Introduction 
In an often quoted work, Lucas [1987] has shown that in a representative 
agent framework, the potential welfare gain from stabilizing consumption 
around its mean is smal!. Let liS recall briefly Lucas' argumento If the 
process of aggregate consumption is given by a log linear process around a 
deterministic trend, et = (1 + ,u)te-tq~Zt, where {Zt} is a stationary stochas-
tic proc:ss wi~~ a stationary distribution given by lUZt ~ N(O, un, then the 
c~st of l,nstablhty can be computed as the percentage increase in consump-
tlOn, ulllform acrúss all dates and values of the shocks, required te leave the 
consumer indifferent between consumption instability and a perfectly smooth 
consumption path. With a eRRA utility functían with risk aversion coef-
ficient v, tms cost is given by .e = ~vu;. In the following, we will refer to 
it as the linear measure of the welfare cost of fluctuations, or f measure. 
With O'z = 0.013 (Lucas' estimate), and v = 5) the linear welfare cost of 
fluctuations is only .042% of average consumption. 
Such an evaluation is an argument supporting tbe idea that eliminating 
fluctuations is neither a feasible nor a desirable objective of policy. But it 
is only an informative "back of an envelope" computation, that needs to be 
confirmed within fully specified small dynamic general equilibrium models. 
Two strands of the literature have challenged Lucas' view within gene-
ral equilibrium models. The first relaxes the assumption of a representative 
agent and introduces incomplete insurance markets: without complete insur-
ance markets, a recession does not reduce everyone's consumption by a small 
amount, but reduces the consumption of a small fraction of the population 
by a large amount. This argument has been developed by Imrohoroglu [1988J 
and Atkeson and Phelan [1994} among others. A second strand adopts more 
general utility functions, for which the intertemporal elasticity of substitution 
is not the inverse of the degree of relative risk aversion. Following the work of 
Epstein and Zin [1991], Obstfeld [1994J .nd Epaulard and Pornrneret [1997J 
among others have shown that with non Von Neuman-Morgenstern prefer-
ences, a representative agent model can display higher welfare cost of fluc-
tuations when computed as in Lucas [1987]. These departures suggest that 
simple stochastic growth models are seemingly unable to evaluate the cost of 
fluctuations while providing a somewhat accurate description of the business 
cycle. ' 
In our opinion, economies with representative agents and Von Neuman -
Morgenstern preferences have not been fully explored in the literature, and 
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deserve more attention before relaxing one of these two hypothesis. We ar-
gue that the "back of an envelope" computation done by Lucas has been 
wrongly implemented in fully specified dynamic general equilibrium models, 
forgetting the "discipline of applied general equilibrium" advocated by Ke-
hoe and Prescott [1995]. More precisely, that evaluation (the f evaluation) 
misses non-linearities and dynamics. On the one hand, we are aware that 
most widely used dynamic general equilibrium models we have consensus for 
exhibit relevant non-linearities on their fundamentals. On the other hand 
:,hen using thos: mo?els ~or normative purposes we are often led to compar~ 
IsonS of economles wIth drfferent steady state wea1th. Consequently, in this 
paper we fully take into account non-linearites and we stress on dynamics. 
Firstly, because the model is non-linear, precautionary motives are in 
action, and by Jensen inequality, means of economic variables are different 
from their non stochastic steady state levels. Assuming a log-linear process 
for consumption (most of the time by log-linearizing the model) rnisses this 
point which is an important feature of economies with ongoing uncertainty. 
In other words, linear approximations to non-linear policy rules abstract from 
potential first order effects if cycles are not symmetric. Given that we know 
those effects are meaningfully related with uncertainty we would like to see 
whether they are large or not when we fully keep track of non-linearities in 
our benchmark business cycle framework. Secondly, we should keep in mind 
that we are working with a dynamic model when comparing an economy 
with shocks and the same economy without shocks. What the f evaluation 
suggests is to compare two steady states (one 01' both being stochastic steady 
states), and disregards the welfare effect of a transition between these two 
steady states (see for instance Greenwood and Huffman [1991] for the welfare 
cost of fluctuations, Cooley and Hansen [1989] for the welfare cost of infla-
tion, Cho, Cooley and Phaneuf [1997J for the welfare cost of nominal wage 
contracting). The importance of taking into account transitions has been 
illustrated in a deterministic model by Cooley and Hansen [1992J and in a 
stochastic log-linearized one by Hairault, Langot and Portier [1998]. 
In this paper we show that the scope of models for which is meaningful 
abstracting from non-linearities and dynamics is extremely restrictive. Once 
~rov:d t~at the f evaluation is not correct, the question remains of the quan-
tttattve lmportance of the error. Using simple extensions of the one sector 
growth model, we are able to show with examples that the correction we 
propase does not matter for walrasian economies, but does in non walrasian 
ones. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally define our 
measure oí the welfare cost of fluctuations, and we characterize sufficient 
conditions undel' which it coincides with the e evaluation. Section 3 presents 
simple extensions of the neoclassical growth model for which the equilib-
fiuID path i8 aptima!. Section 4 adds real wage rigidity tú the model, and 
shows how welfare results are affected. Section 5 gathered sorne concluding 
comments. 
2 Definition and Measure of the Welfare Cost 
of Fluctuations 
In this section, we define a stochastic dynamic general equilibrium and the 
welfare cost of fluctuations. We then show that the f. evaluation coincides 
with this definition in only very restrictive cases, in which the type of com-
putation done by Lucas [1987] can be directly implemented. 
2.1 Definitions 
Let us state what we call a dynamic general equilibrium of a model economy. 
Definition 1 A dynamíc general equilibrium of a model economy is recur-
sively given by 
(i) a distribution lor the exogenous shocks with cumulative HIS on a support 
De, with respect to which ét ís íid; we denote e the mean oi the shock distri-
bu!ion te = J edH.), 
(ii) a decisíon rule lor state variables S: St = iP (St-¡, ét; H.') Vi ~ O, 
(iií) a decision rule jor controls C: Ct = cP(St-t,ét; He) Vt ~ O, 
(iv) a separable intertemporal utility function HIt = Ej;o!]Ju(Ct+i ) Vt 2: 0, 
where f3 EJO, i[ and u is an instantaneous utilíty function, 
(v) an initial condition S_l' 
Note that the presence of non linearities implies that decision rules depend 
on the whole distribution of the shock, and not only its mean, as in linear 
models. Let llS assume that there exist in the econorny under consideration 
a unique deterministic steady state, defined as follows. 
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Definition 2 A determinisiic steady state of the economy is a pair (Sss. Css ) 
that satisfies 
Sss 
Css 
if> (Sss, ,,; Hn 
1> (SSS,"; H~) 
wi!h H~(e) = O i1 e <" and H~(e) = 1 if e 2:" 
(1) 
(2) 
Wss = _l-U(CSS) will denote the level of welfare at the deterministic steady 
state, ~-fe. the utility that one gets from living in an economy that started 
with a state variable at level Sss, and in which shocks are always at their 
mean e. We will refer to this economyas the economy without shocks. Let us 
also assume that the economy has a unique stochastic steady state, defined 
as follows. 
Definition 3 A stochastic steady state of the economy is a pair (Hs, 0.s ) 
01 invariant distribution and support of the state variable S such that, for 
al! t > O, ij St_l E 0.s is distributed according to Hs and if ét is distributed 
according He¡ then St = iP (St_l,ét; He) is an element oj0.s and is distributed 
according to the same distribution Hs . 
How should we evaluate the welfare cost of fluctuations in such an economy? 
The evaluation we propose can be understood as the outcome of the follow-
ing experiment of structural change: let us assume that we have been in 
an economy with shocks from -00 to T - 1, and that from T to eternity, 
fluduations will be eliminated by setting él = e v t ~ T. We evaluate the 
welfare gain of this structural change by comparing the discounted flows of 
utility of paths {Sf, Cf, ct} and {Sf, Cf, e} . Path A corresponds to 
t>T t>T 
an economy that started with-initial condition ST=l and with shocks, path B 
tú an economy that started with initial condition ST_l and without shocks. 
These paths are computed as 
S;_1 ST-l given 
SA 
t 4.> (Sf_l,ét;He ) I/t2:T 
CA t <P (St:llétj He) I/t2:T 
and 
S~_l ST_l given 
5 
sf iJ?(stllejHn Vt?T 
e! <P(Sf'-l'¡C;~) Vi?" T 
arrd we denote J11A and W B the intertemporal utility of these two paths. 
In economy B (the econornywithout shocks), the only dynarnics is the arre 
related tú the transition from an initial condition ST_l tú the non stochastic 
steady state 5ss . Conditionally on a sequence of shocks {Ct}T' and on a 
starting point for the structural change T - 1 (or equivalently to a initial 
condition ST_1), the welfare cost of fiuctuations is given by H1A - W B. By 
repeatjng this experiment for many different sequences of c, so that the mea-
sure will be unconditional with respect to the shocks, and for many different 
starting point T - 1, so that ST_l will be drawn in its ergodic distribution, 
one will get an unconditional measure of the welfare cost of fiuctuations 
E [WA ] - E [WBJ. We therefore have the following definition. 
Definition 4 The wellare cost 01 jluctuaiíons is the difference between the 
uncondíiíonal welfare 01 being in an economy with shocks, - i.e. in an 
economy where shocks are dmwn from their distribution He at each penod 
and where the initial condition 5_1 is dmwn Irom the ergodic distribution 
Hs! and the welfare 01 being in an economy without shocks, - i.e. in an 
economy where shocks are always equal to E and where the initial condition 
5-1 ís dmw» Irom the ergodic distribution Hs . 
We now compare our measure with the .e evaluation that is usually im-
plemented in the literature. 
2.2 R Evaluation of the Welfare Cost of Fluctuations 
We want to compare our measure E [WA ] - E [WB ] with the 1'. one that 
corresponds to E [WA ] - Wss, and which is defined as follows: 
Definition 5 The linear (or 1'.) welfare cost 01 jiuctuations is the difference 
between the unconditional welfare oi being in an economy with shocks and the 
welfare 01 being in an economy without shocks and with an initial condition 
equal to thel deterministic steady state level of the state variables Sss. 
Such an evaluation compares steady states (the deterministic and the 
stochastic ones), and does not take into account the transition from one 
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steady state tú the other. This is perfectly admissible in Lucas original text, 
where no formal model is proposed, hut such a measure should not be used 
when a model is available. In such a case, such an evaluation does not fully 
takes iuta account the dynamic aspect of the econorny, by disregarding the 
transitional path from a stochastic steady state tú a deterministic afie. 
Jt is only in very specific economies that E [WBJ ;:= Wss , - i.e. that the 
two evaluations coincides. This is stated in ProposItion 1 . 
Proposition 1 Let a dynamic general equilibrium be given by definition 1. 
The e evaluaiion coincides with the weljare cost of jluctuations in the two 
jollowing economies: 
1. instantaneous utility is loganthmic¡ decision rules are log-linear, índe-
pendent 01 the distribution of the shocks and shocks are log-normally 
distributed 
2. instantaneous utility is linear, decision rules are linear, independent oj 
the distribution oj the shocks and shocks are normally distributed 
Proof of Proposition 1: see appendix A. 
The intuition of Proposition 1 is quite simple. The f evaluation coincides 
with the welfare cost of fluctuations when sorne certainty equivalence prop-
erty hold, which irnplies restrictions on the shape of the decision rules, on 
the distribution of the shocks and on the utility function. 
Corollary 1 In the standard one sector optimal growth model¡ the f. evalua-
tion coincides with the weljare cost 01 fluctuations if shocks are log-normally 
distributed, il instantaneous utility ís logaríthmic and if there is lull deprecia-
tion. 
Proof of Corollary 1 To prove this corollary, it is sufficient to notice that 
in that model, decision rules are log-linear and independent of H(: if and only 
if utility is logarithmic and if there is fun depreciation. If it is the case, 
Proposition 1 applies. Q.E.D. 
We shall notice that conditions under which the e measure coincides with 
the welfare cost of fluctuations are quite restrictive. For instance, in a model 
with log-linear decision rules, log-normally distributed shocks but with non 
logarithmic utility (Iet say eRRA with v f: 1), the linear evaluation does not 
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coincide witb tbe welfare cost of fluctuations, because tbere is no certainty 
equivalence with respect to the uncertainty on the initial condition for the 
state variable. 
In the two following sections, we propose a quantitative implementation 
of our measure. 
3 Illustration in the Optimal Growth Model 
and in Two Simple Extensions 
3.1 Models 
We consider a standard version of the stochastic growth model with inelastic 
labor supply. The social planner orders individuals' stochastic sequences of 
consumption to maximize the expected utility function of the representative 
individual: 
(3) 
wbere f3 E (0,1) ls tbe time discount factor; Ct is consumption and v > O is 
tbe relative risk aversion coefficient. 
The aggregate resource constraint is given by 
(4) 
where kt_l is tbe beginning-of-period capital stock; ó is the depreciation rate; 
a is the capital elasticity and 8t is a productivity sbock that evolves according 
to: 
ln(O,) = pln(O'_l) + E, +ln(0(u.)) (5) 
Here, Et is the innovation to ln(Ot), wbich is assumed to follow an í.í.d. process 
with zero mean and standard deviation ere and Ipl < 1. e(!J~.) is a correction 
parameter, increasing in !Jn that guarantees that the mean of () is always 
equal to one, for any level of !JI;' Therefore, variations in the level of!J1; will 
be mean preserving spread variations of uncertainty. 
The social planning problem of this economy is to maximize (3) subject 
to (4) and (5) with [{-l and 00 given, by choice of contingency plans for 
{c"k,: t 2: O}. 
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After that. we explore two departures from the standard optimal growth 
modeL First, we consider a constrained version with irreversible investment 
(6) 
Second, we consider a constrained version with an upper bound Oil consump-
tion. We require that consumption will not exceed deterministic steady state 
consumption more that sorne fraction A, that ls, 
(7) 
where Css denotes deterministic steady state consumption which ls the same 
regardless the version of the model under consideration. 
We take both of these alternative formulations as good abstractions for 
the question we want to address. Our aim is to capture tbe non-linearities 
associated to sorne types of occasionalIy binding constraints. These specifica-
tions can be sornewhat far frorn being empirically relevant but we take them 
for expository purposes as abstractions of more elaborated model economies 
with capital rnarkets imperfections1• The choice of these two specifications 
can be justified as follows: rnodels with trivial welfare costs of fluctuations 
are models in which good times and bad times can be smoothed by agents 
through savings, so that consumptions flows stay relatively smooth. Bad 
times and good times are more or less similar, so that they almost compen-
sate each others on average: in terms of welfare, the economy with shocks is 
quantitatively not that different from an economy without shocks. The two 
constraints we consider are two alternative ways of limiting such a consump-
tion smoothing in one of the two phases of the cycle: booms and recessions 
are qualitatively different, and do not compensate on average. When invest-
ment lS constrained to be positive, the agent cannot eat capital in periods of 
low productivity, and has to reduce its consumption while he is allowed to 
save in expansions. When consumption is constrained, it cannot go upward 
in good times as far as it goes downward in bad times. Again, recessions and 
expansions will not anymore compensate each others on average. 
As stated before, we could have considered alternative specifications, for 
instance through asyrnmetric adjustment costs for investment, which incor-
porates sorne differentiability in the constraint, rather than an inequality 
1 From a. methodological point of view J this strategy is in line with Christiano 
and Fisher [1997J. 
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constraint which is binding in sorne periods. We think of our model specifi-
cations as a proxy for this class of models in which non linearities matter for 
the welfare cost of fiuctuations. 
In what follows, we will refer to OUT version of the standard optimal 
growth model as MU, to the model augmented with irreversible investment 
as NII, and to the model augmented with upper bound on consumption as 
MC. We will relate across experiments those implementations for which the 
constraint is binding roughly the same fraction of the time at the solution. 
3.2 Models Resolution 
Table 1 reports the calibrated economy's parameters values. The top rows of 
the table report those parameter values that are coromon across experiments. 
AH these values are standard in the literature. The bottom rows of the table 
report those parameter values that guarantee that the constraints are binding 
the same fraction of time at the solution. For Me, we play with the constant 
A. We find that A = 0.10 makes the constraint binding 11 % of the time at the 
solution. We consider this a relatively mild constraint on consumption since 
a 10% deviation is never observed in actual data when consumption cycle 
is measured relatively to a smooth trend (for example a Hodrick-Prescott 
trend). For MI we retain the non-negatívity constraint and we increase the 
variance of the shock until we find the targeted x% level. We solve for the 
MU economy with all the corresponding sizes of the shock. 
Since we are interested in non-linearities, we do not want to solve the 
model by quadratic approximation. Furthermore, the constraint on con-
sumption is occasionally binding, so that the model is non-differentiable. We 
then need to adopt a non-linear approximation of the model's solution. 
The solution for MU is the solution of the following equations 
Ct+kt 
e, 
(JEt [C~;l(O'Ot+lk~-l + 1- ó)] 
e,kf_l + (1 - O)k'_1 
°i_1e"t0(u.J, 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
the solution for MI is the solution of the following equations 
~;(k'+1 - (1 - o) k,) 
(JE, [e;+1 ("e,+lkf-1 + 1 - o) - ~;+1 (1 - 0)](12) 
o (13) 
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Table 1: Calibrated economy's parameters 
Preferences 
Subjective discount factor 
Relative risk aversion 
Technology 
Capital elasticity 
Depreciation rate 
Shock process 
Serial Correlation of innovation 
Shock process 
Std. dev. ofTech. shock 
Poliey parameters 
Constraint on consumption 
Ct+kt 
e, Otle"t8(u.,) 
1}; ;.::: o 
and the solution for MC is the solution of 
eommon 
P 0.99 
v 3 
" 
0.33 
, 0.025 
P 0.95 
Changing 
". 
0.02 
0.05 
0.08 
0.10 
A 0.10 
0.13 
0.15 
e¡" -1}f 
1}f(c - Ct) 
(JE, [(e;+1 - ~:+1)("e'+1kt-l + 1- o)] 
O 
e,kf_l + (1- O)k'_1 Ct + kt 
e, °f_leet8(u.,) 
r¡f ;.::: o 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
where 1]; and r¡f are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the investment (6) 
and consumption constraint (7), respectively. 
We solve for by using the method of pararneterizing expectations devel-
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oped by Marcet [1988] and Den Haan and Marcet [1990]2. This method sub-
stitutes the conditional expectation in the model Eulel' equation ((12) or (18)) 
by a particular function 'IjJ( a*, St) where St are the state variable of the mode!. 
St = {Bt,kt_d. 
Let us take for instance the Me case and denote 
</>(s'+1) ~ f3(c';l - ~;+l)(<YB'+1kf-l + 1- ó) 
'IjJ and a* are chosen so that the function 'IjJ(a*,·) is close to the conditional 
expectation in (12) or (18). In what follows, a* is chosen according to the 
following metric: 
a* ~ ArgMin. ~ I: (</>(s'+1) - 1;(a,s,))' 
T 
where St is simulated by substituting the conditional expectation in the Euler 
equation with the parametel'ized expectation 'IjJ(a*,St). The approximation 
has been checked to be accurate, according to Den Haan and Marcet [1990]'s 
test (see appendix B) 
To compute our measure for the welfare cost of fiuctuations we implement 
an algorithm in light of the issues discussed in section 2 (see appendix e 
for computational details). This numerical procedure allows us to compute 
the unconditional welfare associated to economies with and without shocks. 
Alternative measures of the welfare benefits associated with switching from 
one economy to another are then computed based on comparison between 
permanent consumption in the economy with shocks according to either a 
linear, cl , 01' non linear, cA, evaluation and permanent consumption in the 
economy either in the transition, cB , 01' at its deterministic steady state, Css. 
Thus, the (correct) welfare cost of fiuctuations, in percentage points of steady 
state consumption, will therefore be given by (cB - cA)jcss -1, the welfare 
cost of fiuctuations disregarding the transition by (css - cA)/ Css -1 and the 
i one by (css - cl)jcss - 1. We now turn to the quantitative evaluation of 
these costs in our three models. 
3.3 Findings 
In this subsection we discuss the welfare effects associated with switching 
from a world with aggregate fiuctuations to a world without fluctuations. 
2See Marcet and Marshall [1994] for convergence properties of such an approximation 
method. 
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By using the measures outlined in the previous subsection across experi-
ments we will address three issues: i) the contl'ibution to the welfare cost of 
fluctuations of incorporating non-differentiabilities to the standard stochastic 
growth model for a given size of the shock, ii) how does the fact of taking 
into account the transition modify the evaluation of the welfare costs, arrd 
iii) the size of the correction for non-linearity to Lucas' measure. 
First, it is important to notice that shocks always lead to an accumulation 
of extra capital so much so that the mean of consumption at the stochastic 
steady state is always aboye the deterministic steady state value of consump-
tion3 • This result has been already pointed out in the literature. For instan ce, 
Den Haan and Marcet [1994], when comparing linear and nonlinear methods, 
find that in the standard growth model there are two reasons for which the 
mean of the capital stock (and therefore the mean of consumption) becomes 
higher with an increase in uncertainty. The first is that the mean of e goes 
up with 0"". We do not have this effect here since in each simulation, we keep 
the mean of () constant with the term 8(0",,), so that the simulated model is a 
mean preserving spread transformation of the model without shocks. But the 
second reason stíll applies: the representative agent uses capital as an asset 
for insuring against periods of low productivity. An increase in uncertainty 
leads to more insurance and therefore higher capital (and consumption) on 
average. 
Second, if fluctuations are costly, which is always the case as far as prefer-
ences are concave, then permanent consumption in the economy with shocks 
is lower than permanent consumption in the economy without shocks. Thus. 
we always find a welfare gain froro shutting down fluduations. 
Third, and related with the two previous arguments, the welfare cost of 
fluctuations is roughly the negative of the welfare gain from having extra 
capital to eat during the transition to the deterministic steady state plus the 
welfare gain of eliminating the variability in the long-run equilibrium, the 
latter being proportional to the size of fluctuations and corresponding to the 
measure. 
Table 2 report the welfare results. As discussed aboye, all of the figures 
are expressed in percentage terms of steady state consumption. 
At first sight, it is clear that a precise evaluation of the welfare effects, 
3Such a result is conditional on the fact that no other asset or good are available in 
this economy. If we introduce leisure of a storage technology, it might be the case that the 
mean of consumption at the stochastic steady state is lower than its deterministic steady 
state leve1. 
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Table 2: Welfare Cost of fluctuations 
Unconstrained Economy Constrained Economy 
Correct No transition f. evaluation Correct No transÍtion 
Consumption 
). = 0.10 0.476% 0.393% 
eró = 0.02 0.489% 0.442% 0.651% ). = 0.13 0.464% 0.434% ). = 0.15 0.461% 0.448% 
Investment 
ere = 0.05 2.764% 2.722% 3.666% 2.750% 2.841% 
(T" = 0.08 6.726% 7.057% 8.443% 7.153% 7.804% 
ere:::: 0.10 11.233% 12.044% 13.398% 12.883% 13.705% 
taking into account transitions and non-linearities, does not result in quan-
titatively relevant changes. Let us first consider the unconstrained mode!. 
For empirically relevant values for the volatílity of the shock (a = 2%) the 
e evaluation is fairly small, around 0.651 % of steady state consumption on 
average, while our measure is 0.489%. Increasing the size of the shock cor-
respondingly increases the welfare cost oí fluctuations) up to 11.233% when 
as = 0.10. The e evaluation overestimates the cost of fluctuations by working 
as if the model were linear. If we turn to both constrained versions of the 
model) this condusion is preserved throughout aH experiments. 
This apparently unexpected result deserves justification. Let us restrict 
ourselves to the unconstrained version of the model with as = 8%. In this 
case, the stochastic steady state mean of consumption is 2.3% greater than 
deterministic steady state consumption. As stated aboye, the total welfare 
cost of fluctuations will be the negative of the gain from having the oppor-
tunity to eat sorne extra capital during the transition plus the gain ITom 
shutting down fluctuations in the long-runo The latter is well approximated 
by the e evaluation and it turns to be around an 8.5% oí deterministic steady 
state consumption. Let us compute the welfare of a transition path that 
starts from the stochastic steady state means of k and e) i.e. the means of 
the stationary distributions oí the economy with shocks. We can therefore 
compute a welfare cost of fluctuations as if there were no uncertainty on 
the levels of the state variables at the time oí the shocks shutdown. In this 
case we find that permanent consumption after the policy change is 3.23% 
aboye deterministic steady state consumption and total welfare cost is 9.93%, 
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f. evaluation 
0.609% 
0.634% 
0_644% 
3.699% 
9.093% 
14.946% 
-
consequently greater than the f evaluation (8.5%). 
This result says that taking into account the transition increases the wel-
fare cost of fluctuations compared tú f when we compute only the "average') 
transition. However, when we compute our measure of the correct cost of 
fluctuations we find a substantial reduction compared to l. This means that 
uncertainty ahout the initial conditions for the transition dominates the gain 
Oil average, so much so that the transition is globaliy cost1y, therefore reduc-
ing the gain froro shutting clown fiuctuations. 
This general result when compared with the traditional e evaluation can 
be stated more precisely by decomposing the contribution of the transition 
tú the correct welfare cost of fluctuations. If we look across experiments it 
is dear that for Iow values of a the transition generates a welfare gain so 
that the measure of total welfare costs is greater than the measure of welfare 
costs that abstracts from the transition. However, for high values of a we 
obtain the opposite resulto Thus) the less dispersed are the initial conditions 
the higher will be the expected utility of the transition so the more will be 
the welfare gain of shutting down fiuctuations. 
Surnmarizing, the bigger the size of the shock the more the econorny 
accumulates extra capital on average so the larger should be the welfare gain 
of shutting down fluctuations. However, at the same time, the dispersion 
of the initial conditions may more than compensate the gain on average so 
much so that the total welfare cost of fluctuations can be srnaller. AH in all, 
our correction is quantitat1vely smaH in those transformed optimal growth 
models. 
4 A Non Walrasian Case 
In our former examples, the welfare cost of fiuctuations was not magnified 
by the introduction of occasionally binding constraints. In this section, we 
show that a non walrasian model does so, because allocation inefficiencies are 
magnified by fluctuations. The model we use as an example is a model with 
one period real wage contracts. The model 18 the analog of Bénassy [1995], 
but with real rather than nominal wage rigidities. 
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4.1 The Model 
Let liS now consider a. simple non walrasian extension oí the Neoclassical 
growth model. Tú simplify the analysis, we restrict oUTselves tú a fully ana-
lytically computable case, i.e. a case with logarithmic utility and full de-
preciation. Output is produced with capital k and labor n according to a 
Cobb Douglas technology: 
with 
e, ~ ef_le"'0(".). (24) 
Preferences are given by the following intertemporal utility function U: 
00 
U ~ ¿¡J' (Jog c, + 'Y !og(n - n,» 
t=O 
It j.s easy tú show (see appendix D) that in the walrasian regime (no real 
wage rigidity), the dynamics of the model is given by equations (23), (24) 
and: 
n, ñ (25) 
c, (1 - a¡J)y, (26) 
k, af3Yt (27) 
WW , (1 - a)Otkr_ln¡a (28) 
where W W will be referred as the walrasian wage. 
In the non walrasian case, we assume that the real wage that prevails in 
period t, Wh has been set in period t - 1 at the level that clears the labor 
market one period ahead: 
(29) 
In perlod t, the labor market does not clear, and we assume that the quantity 
of labor effectively transacted is the minimum of labor demand and labor 
supply. It can be shown that in the real wage contract economy, the non 
walrasian equilibrium is given by equations (23), (24), (29) and: 
(30) 
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(1 - a¡J)y, 
af3Yt 
ef 
(31) 
(321 
(33) 
(34) 
We now turn to the quantitative evaluation of the welfare cost of fiuctua-
tions. 
4.2 Quantitative Evaluation 
As il can be ,een from equalions (23), (24), (29) and (30) lo (33), Ihe mode! 
solution 1S recursive, and is fully computable once a ko and a sequence of (), 
are given. The model is log-linear except for the ((min" operator in (30). The 
calibration used in the simulation of the model is given in table 3. 
Table 3: Calibrated economy's parameters 
Preferences 
Subjective discount factor 
Time endowment 
Disutility of labor 
Technology 
Capital elasticity 
Depreciation rate 
Shock process 
Serial Correlatioll of Tech. shock 
Std. dev. of innovatioll 
~ 0.99 
ñ 1 
"1 3.9712 
cr 0.42 
S 1 
p 0.95 
(T 0.01 
Let us recall that in the walrasian case (no real wage contract), the 
model fulfills the requirements under which, according to Proposition 1, the 
e evaluation correctIy measures the welfare cost of fluctuations. It is shown 
in table 4 that the introduction of real rigidities sharply modifies the welfare 
cost of fiuctuations. 
Two points deserve sorne comments. First, our corrected measure is about 
one order of magnitude higher that the e evaluation. With low risk aversion 
(v = 1) and small shocks (a .. = 0.01), we measure the welfare cost offluctua-
tions to be about 1% of deterministic steady state consumption, compared to 
0.16% with an (incorrect) e evaluation. Second, it should be notice that the 
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Table 4: Welfare Cost of fluctuations 
Walrasian Economy 
Non Walrasian Economy 
Correct 
0.14% 
0.99% 
No transition 
0.14 % 
1.00% 
f evaluation 
0.14% 
0.16 % 
correction matters only because of the non-linearities and inefficiencies in the 
model, given that the cost is trivial in the walrasian version of the economy 
(0.14%). This shows that our correction, even in a representative agent with 
CRRA preferences framework, substantially increases the evaluation of the 
welfare cost of fluctuations, in non walrasian models. 
5 Concluding remarks 
In this paper we quantify the welfare cost of fluctuations in a representative 
agent dynamic equilibrium framework. In doing so we formalize a measure 
of welfare effects and we formally characterize the settings for which our 
measure coincides with, at least, part of existing measures discussed in the 
literature. 
To illustrate the empirical performance of our argument we implement our 
measure of welfare effects in a standard version of the general equilibrium 
standard growth modeL We stress the potential role that non-linearities 
generated by occasionally binding constraints aimed at inducing asyrnrnetries 
can have in welfare evaluations in terms of first-order (mean) consequences. 
To this end, we solve for three departures of our benchmark model: a model 
with irreversible investment, a model with an upper-bound in consumption 
and a non walrasian model with real wage contracts. 
In the walrasians models, our correction for transitions and non-linearities 
is not quantitatively dramatic. This is so because in our model economy equi-
librium is pareto optimal. On the oue hand, as Lucas [1987] pointed out risk 
by itself is uot that important in standard versions of the stochastic growth 
modeL On the other hand, intratemporal inefficiency generated by occasion-
ally binding constraints does not really matter for the welfare evaluation. As 
far as the economy is producing efficiently then the economy is allocating in-
tertemporally in an efficient way whatever will be the non-linear constraint. 
To illustrate this point, we have shown that our cOlTection sharply increases 
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the measure of the welfare cost of fluctuations in a non walrasian model, 
namely a model with one period real wage contracts. 
Therefore, we consider the contribution of the paper is methodologicaL 
If we think the welfare cost of fluctuations is large then we will need for 
its evaluation a model incorporating inefficiencies in the way agents allo-
cate intertemporally. Tbis can be a natural result in models with counter-
cyclical mark-ups (Rotemberg and Woodford [1992) or Gali [1994]) wruch 
give rise to more market power Ín recessions and therefore more inefficiencies 
in recessions. Alternatively, models explaining the equity premium puzzle 
such those incorporating habit persistence (Constantinides [1990] or Let-
tau and Uhlig [1995]) or small probabilities of deep recessions (Danthine 
and Donaldson [1997]) are good candidates for evaluating the role of stabi-
lization policies. Exploring the implications of OUT measure of welfare effects 
in these frameworks is left for future research. 
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Appendix 
A Proof of Proposition 1 
In what follows, we restrict ourselves tú the case where e, S and é are uni-
dimensional. The extension to a multi-dimensional case is straightforward. 
If decision rules are iudependent of He, they can be written, when shocks 
are always equal tú their mean for t > O, as: 
s, ~ i!>(S'_l, 6; H,) ~ i!>(S,_¡,6; H~) ~ 'Ji(S,_,J 
C, ~ q,(S,_¡,¡;; H,) ~ 4>(S,_¡,6; H~) ~ ,p(S,-,J 
With these notations, 
c, ,p(S,_¡) 
,p('Ji(S,_,)) 
and the welfare associated to this path is given by 
Wo(S_¡) ~ ffl'u (,p ('Ji' (S_,J)) 
1:=0 
Let liS notice that given S-l, WO(S_l} is known with certainty. By taking 
expectation over the possible values of S_1 (drawn into the distribution Hs ), 
one gets the unconditional welfare of living in an economy without shocks 
from t = O to (x), denoted ES_I [Wo] arrd defined formally by 
This welfare ,has to be compared with the we1fare of staying in an economy 
with shocks, that will be denoted by E [WoJ, which is defined formally by 
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With these notations, Lucas [1987]' evaluation oí the welfare cost of fiuc-
tuatio~ is egual tú E (WoJ - v1'ss, while it s10uld be defined as E [WoJ _ 
ES_l [liV]. Tú prove Proposition 1, it i8 sufficient tú s10w that ES_l [W-J = 
Wss in the two cases (log-linear- lag-normal and linear-normal). We shall 
give the proof for the lag-linear case, the same argument applying directly 
for the second case. 
In the lag-linear case with independence tú H"" decisions rules can be 
written as follows: 
arrd oue has 
i!>(S, f'; H,) 
4>(S,e; H,) 
~OS<l>l exp (.s1>2) 
1>oS</>1 exp (.s</>2) 
log(S,) ~ log(i!>o) + i!>¡log(S,_,J + i!>,e, (Al) 
From (A.1), given that normality is preserved with the sum, we have the 
result that if.s is normally distributed, Hs will be a log-normal distribution. 
We shall then show that in such a case, log(Sss) and Es[log(S)] coincide. 
which will be a useful result for the rest of the proof. 
Taking expectations, 
(A.2) 
Given the definition of the stochastic steady-state distribution of S, Hs , and 
the fact that it is log-normal, one has ESt_¡,I';t [Iog(St)] = ESH flog(St_d] = 
E [log(S)] where the last expectation is an unconditional one. Therefore, 
(A2) implies 
E Uog(S)] ~ i!>(E [log(S)],¡;) 
which is the definition of Sss, that has been assumed to be unique. Therefore, 
one has 
E [log(S)] ~ log(Sss) (A.3) 
We shall know compute the welfare ES_I [Wo]. The function W is given 
by: 
'Ji (S) ~ i!>oS·' exp(E)·' 
arrd W- 1 by 
(AA) 
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i ¡ 
with 
'-1 
at = ¿q,{ 
j=O 
Taking (AA) in logarithm and with expectations, and using (A.3) 
Es_. [log(S,)] Es_. [a,log('I>o) + <1>:log(S_d + <1>,a,EJ 
a,log('I>o) + <1>:Es_. [log(S_I)] + <1>,a,e 
a,log(<1>o) + '1>: E [log(S_¡)] + <1>,ale 
a, log( <1>0) + '1>: log(Sss) + 'I>,a,,, 
'I>'(Sss) 
Given that Sss is uniquely defined by 
Sss = 'I>'(Sss), 
one gets 
Es_. [log(S,)] = log(Sss) (A.5) 
Usiug (A.5), the expected instantaneous utility of et can be written 
Es_. [u(,p(S,))] 
log(<po) + <p1Es_. [log(S,)] + <p,6 
log(<po) + f,1og(Sss) + <p,e 
u(,p(Sss)) 
u(Css) 
Therefore, ES_l [Wo] is given by 
~ 
L¡J'u(Css ) 
t=O 
Wss 
which proves Proposition 1 in the log-linear-Iog-normal case. It is straight-
forward to apply the same argument in the linear-normal case. Q.E.D. 
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B Accuracy of the Approximated Solutions 
To approximate the model's solution, oue has to decide of a particular shape 
of the 'IjJ function. We use polynomials in log k and log () whose order is chosen 
on the basis of the accuracy test proposed in Den Haan and Marcet [1990J. 
The fixed point a* IS computed for a very lengthy simulation (T periods), 
and once the approximated solution IS obtained, the model is simulated s 
times with horizon t to check for accuracy. In doing so, we test for the orthog-
onality of the Euler equation residuals with respect to (1, kt_l' kt_2, kt- 3, 01> 
Ot_1, Ot_2). Table 5 reports the algorithm's parameters values. 
Table 5: AIgorithm's parameters 
Fixed poillt 
Horizon 
Accuracy 
T 45000 
Horizon 3000 
Number of simulations s 500 
Welfare 
Deterministic transition td 1000 
Number of simulations Sd 2500 
The test-statistic follows a X2(7) under the null (orthogonality). In Ta-
ble 6 we report the percentage of draws in the lower and upper 5% tails for 
the empirical cdf for our candidate solution to each of the model economies. 
(J" = 0.02 
(f = 0.05 
(J" = 0.08 
(J" - 0.10 
Table 6: Accuracy test 
Unconstrained Economy 
lower 5% upper 5% 
5.4% 5.8% 
4.8% 5.6% 
5.0% 5.8% 
6.6% 6.4% 
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), = 0.10 
), = 0.13 ), = 0.15 
Constrained Economy 
lower 5% upper 5% 
Consumption 
7.6% 3.6% 
8.8% 5.2% 
8.6% 4.3% 
Investment 
5.0% 6.4% 
5.2% 6.4% 
3.0% 14.0% 
i i 
In Table 7 we report the order of 'IjJ and the percentage of time the con-
straint is bindíng at the solution. The n order for the polynomial size indi-
cates that sorne, but not necesarily a11, terms up to order n are included. 
C 
(j = 0.02 
(j ;:::: 0.05 
(j = 0.08 
(j;:::: 0.10 
>.::::; 0.10 
).. = 0.13 
>. = 0.15 
Table 7: Shape of the solution 
Polynomial size % of time the constraint binds 
Fifth order 
Fifth order 
Fifth order 
Fourth order 
Fourth order 
Fifth arder 
Consumption 
11% 
4.1% 
2.1% 
Investment 
0,15% 
2.9% 
5.7% 
Computation of the Welfare Cost of Fluc-
tuations 
Once we have obtained a solution for a model, we simulate it over 45.000 
periods and build upon an empirical estimate of the invariant distribution 
f(k, O) of capital stock and productivity to obtain an evenly spaced grid of 
50 x 50 points in the k X (J space. We also keep the series of consuroption fiows, 
denoted cA, according to the notations of section 2.1. Then we draw initial 
conditions (k_ 1 ,(J_l) in that probability distribution of the economy with 
shocké to compute a 500 periods deterministic transition for consumption to 
the non-stochastic steady state consumption of the economy without shocks. 
In doing so, we use a version of Boucekkine [1995] application of the the 
algorithm proposed by Laffargue [1990] as implemented and extended in 
DYNARE by Juillard [1996]. This algorithm solves non-linear deterministic 
models with lags and leads using a Gauss-Raphson method. Given initial 
conditions (on capital and productivity) and terminal ones (reachíng the 
deterministic steady state after 500 periods), the algorithm stacks up the 
4We extensively compute transition paths for all the cells of the 50 by 50 (k, B) matrix, 
and then weight the utility of each of these path with the density of its initial conditions. 
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F 
equations of the model for aH periods in the simulation and solve in block the 
resulting system5 • It has been shown by Laffargue [1990} and Juillard [1996] 
that the problem can be reduced to manageable proportions by exploiting 
the special strncture of the jacobian matrix. Once these transition paths 
computed, we add to each path an extra 500 periods sequence with c, = C • 
999 ss 
These paths are denoted {Ck-¡,L¡(t)}t=o' 
The unconditional flow of utility of living in an economy with shocks can 
be approximated by a second arder expansion around its deterministic steady 
state Css (as in Lucas [1987]), but taking into account first order terms (the 
fact that the empirical mean of c, e, is not equal to the deterministic steady 
state level). It is given by: 
wA - -'-
- 1-[3 ( 1 ,_" (e ) ,_" 1 (e )" ,_" -1--css + - - 1 css - -2 v - - 1 css 
- v css Css 
1 1-11 _ 2 2) 
-"2vcss (c/css) G"e 
, ( A -)' where G"~ = E e, e-e is the empirical variance of consumption. Then. the 
permanent consumption fiow associated to W A lS given by 
CA = ((1- fl)(I- v)WA )'/('-") 
¿. will be refened as the permanent consumption in the economy with shocks. 
This permanent consumption has to be contrasted with the one that would 
have been computed according to the linear e evaluation, i.e. a second order 
expansion around Css without taking into account the effect 00 the mean: 
, _ 1 ( 1 1-11 1 1-11 2) W -1-{3 1_vcss -"2vcss G"c 
aod the corresponding permanent consumption in the economy with shocks 
will be equal to 
c' = ((1- fl)(I- v)W't('-") 
Finally, the unconditional welfare associated to the transition from an econ-
omy with shocks to an economy without shocks will be given by 
W B = L f(k_"B_,)WB(k_"B_,) 
k_I,O_l 
5This is basical1y what is done for example in Cooley and Ohanian [1997] 
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li 
with 
999 C1- v (t) 
H1B(Ll,B_l) = ~t1t k ll~ ~ 
and rfJ will denote the perroanent consumption in the economy in the tran-
sition: 
D The model with real wage rigidities 
The model is a slightly modified version of Bénassy [1995], with real rather 
that nominal wage contracts and no money. 
The walrasian case: The representative firro rna:ximizes its profit, which 
gives the two following first order conditions: 
(B.I) 
(B.2) 
The household first order conditions, combined with (B.2), give at the com-
petitive equilibrium 
et ~ (1 - a(3)Yt 
kt = at1t 
while combined with (B.l) give 
_ (I-a)" 
nt =n= 1 - a + 1(1 - a(3) 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
(B.3) and (B.4) are obtained independently of the labor market institutional 
organization, and will therefore still hold in the non walrasian case. 
The non walrasian case: The expected clearing market level of the real 
wage is given by 
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where we use the fact that kt is known at period t - 1. Labor is therefore 
given by the minimum of labor demand and labor supply: 
(B.51 
In the non walrasian regime, equation (B.5) replaces equation (B.5) of the 
walrasian regime. 
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